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Standard 1:  Pinyin (Chinese Phonetics) & Character Recognition  

Student will develop their character recognition skills and use the Chinese phonetic system – Pinyin as a tool to assist 
their learning of the language. 

Student will be able to: 

1.1 Use pinyin as a tool to learn new words and phrases.  

1.2 Practice typing characters on computer using Pinyin as input.  

1.3 Read on sight and write independently all the characters required for the level. 

1.4 Read and write frequently used phrases correctly and to use the phrases properly in speaking and writing. 

1.5 Identify and discriminate between homographs (duoyinzi多音字), e.g., ‘changcheng 长城’ and ‘jiazhang家长’ . 

1.6 Identify the essential parts of a sentence. 

 

Standard 2: Vocabulary Extension, Sentence Construction, Punctuation & Grammatical Awareness 

Student will extend their oral and written vocabulary and learn to construct grammatically correct and meaningful 
sentences with correct punctuation. 

Student will be able to: 

2.1 Use new vocabulary from the text and other reading materials for a variety of communication purposes. 

2.2 Use a variety of expressions to convey the same or similar meanings, e.g., using simple synonyms.  

2.3 Develop the ability to use dictionaries by using radicals to look for the unknown character. 

2.4 Construct meaningful and complete sentences based on models provided by the teacher, and construct 

compound sentences using provided patterns in the textbook with specific conjunctions, e.g., "yibian一边…… 

yibian一边 ", "you又……you又……."  

2.5 Construct sentences to indicate present perfect tense and present continuous tense using time adverbials or 

special expressions, e.g., using “le了"，"guo过"，"zhengzai正在" )”; and compound or complex sentence 

patters as:  “xian 先--- you 又--- (compound sentence using conjunction 承接复句)”, “--- de 得--- 

(complementary 补语句).” 

2.6 Write complex sentences and check for coherence. 

2.7 Use a number of synonyms and antonyms in their speech or written work. 

 

Standard 3: Listening Comprehension & Speaking 

Student will comprehend oral messages delivered by a native speaker, respond orally in meaningful responses, to 
present information and to express his/her opinion or ideas with fluency and accuracy in terms of words choice, 
sentence structure, and organization of the ideas. 

Student will be able to: 

3.1 Carry on a dialogue, discussing familiar topics, e.g., the traditional ways of celebrating the Moon Festival. 

3.2 Ask relevant questions about ideas presented by a teacher, or a student, for clarification. 

3.3 Comprehend the content of a short story, to discuss the main ideas presented in the story, to analyze the 
written structure of the story, (e.g., the opening, the body and the ending), to retell the story, and to discuss the 
main figures and their roles in the story in one's own words. 
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Standard 4:  Reading Comprehension 

Student will read written messages or stories and demonstrate his/her comprehension by summarizing the main ideas 
or answering related questions. 

Student will be able to: 

4.1 Demonstrate an understanding of a range of texts by summarizing the main ideas presented in the text. 

4.2 Be aware of the grammatical structure of a sentence and to make sense of new or unfamiliar characters 
according to the structure or the context. 

4.3 Demonstrate an understanding of the function of verbs in the sentence. 

 

Standard 5:  Composition 

Students will compose written texts to convey meaningful messages with correct grammatical structures in a variety of 
styles to serve specific purposes. 

Student will be able to: 

5.1 Construct meaningful and complete sentences using the learned words. 

5.2 Write a short paragraph to describe some familiar incidents related to personal experiences using a given format 
and borrowing language from a variety of familiar texts. 

5.3 Make simple lists for planning or for reminders. 

5.4 Write a note or an invitation with the length of about 120-150 words to convey a meaningful message. 

 

Standard 6:  Understanding Chinese Culture 

Students will demonstrate his/her awareness and appreciation of the Chinese culture by applying Chinese language 
skills and behave appropriately in social settings. 

Student will be able to: 

6.1 Use culturally appropriate vocabulary and idiomatic expressions as modeled by the teacher in social 
settings. 

6.2 Become familiar specific products that are unique to Chinese culture.  

6.3 Identify the basic similarities and differences between the Chinese culture and the culture of their 
own. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 


